AIRFRAME

TOTAL HOURS SINCE NEW 3581

TOTAL LANDINGS SINCE NEW 1140

ENGINES

ROLLS ROYCE BR700-710A2-20
 ENGINE 1  TOTAL HOURS SINCE NEW  3,537 ,  TOTAL CYCLES 1166
 ENGINE 2  TOTAL HOURS SINCE NEW  3,581 ,  TOTAL CYCLES 1180
 ENGINES ON CONDITION
 FADEC WITH EEC

APU

HONEYWELL RE220 (GX)
 APU TOTAL TIME SINCE NEW 2,657 Hours
 PROGRAM COVERAGE HONEYWELL - MSP
AVIONICS

HONEYWELL PRIMUS 2000XP AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM WITH AUTO-THROTTLES WITH AUTOPILOT EMERGENCY DESCENT MODE, WINDSHEAR ESCAPE GUIDANCE

EFIS (ELECTRONIC FLIGHT INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM) UPGRADED 2015
PRIMUS ELITE SIX TUBE DU-875 LCD DISPLAYS, DL1000 DATA LOADER, MOVING MAP, JEPPESEN CHARTS, SKY PRINTER

HONEYWELL DU-875 LCD VIDEO https://youtu.be/_qk9xg8qvU8

HAPP HONEYWELL AVIONICS PROTECTION PLAN
RAAS (HONEYWELL RUNWAY AWARENESS ADVISORY SYSTEM)
PILOT AND COPILOT ELECTRONIC FLIGHT BAG’S

FMS (Flight Management System) Dual Honeywell NZ-2000) with Data Loader
GPS Dual Honeywell GP-550 / SBAS WITH LPV SB 700-34-054
IRU (Inertial Reference Unit) Triple Honeywell Laseref IV
MADC (Micro Air Data Computer) Triple Honeywell AZ-840
NAV (Navigation Radio) Dual Honeywell RNZ-851
DME (Distance Measuring Equipment) Dual Honeywell RM-855
EICAS (Engine Indication and Crew Alerting System) Single Honeywell
ADF (Automatic Direction Finder) Dual Honeywell AT-860
ADLS (Airborne Data Link)
RMU (Radio Management Units) Dual Honeywell RM-855
HUD (Heads Up Display) Single Thales Computer Update SB 700-34-050
VHF COM (Very High Freq. Communication) Triple Honeywell RCZ-833 w/8.33 KHz spacing
HF COM (High Freq. Communications) Dual Rockwell Collins HF-9031A
SELCAL (Selective Calling System) Single Coltech CSD-714
SATCOM (Satellite Communications) Single Honeywell MCS-6000
FLIGHT-PHONE (Teledyne Magnastar C 2000 Digital Phone) Four Handset’s
Radar (Radio Detection and Ranging) Single Primus 880 Color WX Radar
Radar ALT (Radar Altimeter) Dual Rockwell Collins ALT-4000
XPNS (Transponder) Dual Honeywell Mode S MEETS EU CONTROL SB700-34-039
EGPWS (Enhanced Ground Proximity Warning System) Single Honeywell Mark V
TCAS (Traffic Collision Avoidance System) Single Honeywell RT-950 Change 7.1
CVR (Cockpit Voice Recorder), Stores Data Link Messages SB 700-25-037
FDR (Flight Data Recorder) Single Honeywell Solid State FDR Crew Force SB 700-31-020
ELT (EMERGENCY LOCATOR TRANSMITTER) Artex 406 ELT
LIGHTING SENSOR SYSTEM HONEYWELL LSZ-860
RVSM MNPS
ADS-B OUT RNP 1/5/10 SB 700-34-062
BATCH 3. CPDLC SB 700-31-030
FANS-1/A + RNP 4 30/30 SB 700-34-53 @ 54
WAAS (WIDE AREA AUGMENTATION SYSTEM)

ADDITIONAL FEATURES
GLOBAL EXPRESS 6000 GOODRICH CREW SEATS SB 700-25-024
PMAT: PORTABLE MAINTENANCE ACCESS TERMINAL
OPERATIONS AIRPORTS WITH WEIGHT RESTRICTIONS SB 700-11-018
SECURAPLANE SECURITY AND CAMARA SYSTEM, FIN CAMARA,
EXTERNAL VEDIO CAMARA UNIT
COCKPIT JUMP SEAT WITH QUICK DON OXYGEN MASK AND AUDIO PANEL
ADDITIONAL TRANFORMER RECTIFIER UNIT
ENTRY AREA HEATER
TOW BAR STORAGE PROVISIONS
AFT EQUIPMENT BAY ACCESS LADDER
CATWALK BATTERY ACCESS AND 30 POUND STORAGE BOX
COMMON KEYED EXTERIOR DOOR LOCKS
CABIN DIVIDER WITH ELECTRIC DOOR
LOGO TAIL LIGHTING
XM /WX SATELLITE RECEIVER, SUBSCRIPTION ACTIVATION REQUIRED

ENTERTAINMENT

CABIN MANAGEMENT UPGRADE-CMS (HONEYWELL OVATION CABIN MANAGEMENT SYSTEM) GALLEY OVATION 8.9” TOUCHSCREEN AND CABIN OVATION IPAD
DISPLAY/TV MONITOR’S: TWO 21” LCD MONITORS FORWARD AND REAR BULKHEAD’S
SEAT LCD TV MONITORS , LCD 17.5” ROSEN CREDENZA MONITOR -RETRACTS INTO CABINET
AIRSHOW SYSTEM 4000 GENESYS
OFFICE IN THE SKY
CD PLAYER’S / BLUE RAY’S / DVD /GAME PORT
SATCOM DIRECT ROUTER - CABIN WIFI (IPHONE, IPAD)

INSPECTIONS
1000 Hour C/W 09/2017 CHECK NEXT DUE 4593
30 MONTH CHECK SEPTEMBER 2019
60 MONTH CHECK SEPTEMBER 2019
120 MONTH C/W BOMBARDIER TUCSON NEXT DUE 2025
180 MONTH DUE MARCH 2020
SERVICE CENTER MAINTAINED AIRCRAFT
PROGRAMS
MSP - APU 100% HONEYWELL SERVICE COVERAGE
HAPP - HONEYWELL AVIONICS PROTECTION PLAN
BOMBARDIER SMART PARTS PLUS
CAMP

PAINT BOMBARDIER TUCSON JUNE 2015
BASE FUSELAGE MATTERHORN WHITE
STRIPE COLOR GLOSS RED
STRIPE COLOR GLOSS BLUE

INTERIOR
THIRTEEN PASSENGER CONFIGURATIONS
GALLEY LOCATION FORWARD
FWD CABIN CONFIGURATION FOUR PLACE CLUB SEATING, BIRTHING PROVISION, ELECTRIC LUMBAR SUPPORT, SEATS TRACK OUT TO ISLE AND SWIVEL AND RECLINE
MID CABIN CONFIGURATION FOUR PLACE CONFERENCE GROUP OPPOSITE CREDENZA WITH SIDE FACING BELTED SEAT NOT CERTIFIED FOR TAKE OFF OR LANDING
HI-LOW TABLE
AFT CABIN CONFIGURATION -TWO FULL BIRTHING SEATS OPPOSITE THREE PLACE DIVAN CABIN DIVIDER AT GALLEY, CREW REST
AFT CABIN DIVIDER
LAVATORY LOCATIONS FORWARD AND REAR OF AIRCRAFT
CREW REST FORWARD
GALLEY EQUIPMENT, TIA MICROWAVE OVEN, HIGH TEMP OVEN, EXPRESSO COFFEE MAKER, AIR CHILLER. HOT CUP, ICE DRAWER
*2015 New Carpet, Replaced Lower Dado Panels , Global 6000 Pilot Seat Modification , Replaced Veneer , Electric Pocket Door , 115 VAC/60 Hz Outlet’s

< FORWARD CABIN
AIRCRAFT WEIGHTS

Gross Weight Ramp: 98250 Lb
Gross Weight Take Off: 98000 Lb    SB 700-11-016
True Empty Weight: 50068 Lb
Operating Empty Weight 51114 Lb

DISCLOSURE

Aircraft Specifications and/or descriptions are provided as Introductory information only and do not constitute representation or warranties. Verification of specifications remain the sole responsibility of the purchaser. Aircraft is subject to prior sale, lease and/or removal from the market without prior notice. Aircraft Broker involvement is only acting as that of a Broker and not a Supplier or Seller.

CONTACT INFORMATION

EMAIL    SALES@ORIONAIRCRAFTSALES.COM
PHONE    1-772-285-9933 USA PACIFIC TIME ZONE